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Abstract：A new readout circuit structure for infrared focal plane array with pixel-level shared source follower
and double column buses is proposed in this paper. The voltage signal of the pixel is transferred through double
column buses instead of single column bus，and therefore the non-uniformity and non-linearity caused by the para⁃
sitic resistor of the column bus is eliminated. By sharing the source follower within four adjacent pixels in the
same column，the aspect ratio（W/L）and area of the source follower are increased to suppress the thermal noise，
flicker noise and non-uniformity caused by process. A 640×512 readout circuit using this structure is designed and
fabricated in 0. 35μm 2P3M CMOS process and the pixel pitch is 15μm. The test results indicate the readout cir⁃
cuit receives a high dynamic range（DR）of 81dB high-quality infrared images with a low power consumption of
30mW. The nonlinearity is 0. 11%，and the non-uniformity is less than 1%. Medium-wave infrared detector as⁃
sembly is fabricated and tested. The assembly’s non-uniformity is less than 5% and the NETD is 18mK. High-

quality infrared images are obtained.
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一种像素级源跟随管共享的双列线信号传输的红外焦平面读出电路新结构

牛育泽 1，2， 朱雅珺 1，2， 鲁文高 1，2*， 顾雨婷 1，2， 张雅聪 1，2*， 陈中建 1，2*
（1. 北京大学 微纳电子学系 微电子器件与电路教育部重点实验室，北京 100871；

2. 北京大学（天津滨海）新一代信息技术研究院，天津 300452）
摘要：提出一种像素级源跟随管共享、双列线信号传输的红外焦平面读出电路新结构。像素的电压信号通过

两条列线传递到列级，消除了列线寄生电阻带来的非均匀性和非线性。同一列的相邻四行像素共享源跟随

管，增大了源跟随管的尺寸和面积，从而降低了热噪声、闪烁噪声以及工艺偏差带来的非均匀性。采用该结

构并基于 0.35 μm 2P3M CMOS工艺设计和制造了一款 640×512规格读出电路，像素中心距为 15 μm。测试结

果表明：功耗仅 30 mW，动态范围 81 dB，非线性度 0.11％，非均匀性小于 1%。与中波红外探测器阵列互连后

进行了组件测试和成像实验，组件非均匀性小于5%，NETD为18 mK，获得了高质量红外图像。
关 键 词：红外焦平面；读出电路；源跟随管共享；双列线

中图分类号：TN402 文献标识码：A

Introduction
Infrared imaging systems are widely used in the na⁃

tional defense，science，medical and industrial fields
［1-3］. The infrared focal plane detector assembly is the

core of the infrared imaging system，which consists of aphotodiode array and a readout circuit interconnected byindium bumps ［4-5］. The readout circuit achieves the am⁃plification and acquisition of the photodiode array sig⁃nals，and has a significant impact on the performance of
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the infrared imaging system［6-8］. With the development ofinfrared imaging system，the scale of the detector array isincreasing and the pixel pitch is decreasing. As a result，the non-uniformity and nonlinearity of the array are grad⁃ually increasing due to process fluctuation and parasiticeffect ［9］. Meanwhile，the shrinking pixel pitch also re⁃sults in a challenge to high signal-to-noise ratio
（SNR）［10-11］.The pixel circuit in the readout circuit is directlyconnected to the photodiode to integrate the photocur⁃rent. Two modes are typically used to readout the pixelsignal：charge readout mode ［7，9］ and voltage readoutmode ［12-15］. In the charge readout mode，with the in⁃crease of the array size，the parasitic capacitance of thecolumn bus becomes larger and degrades the SNR whenthe signal is transferred from pixel to column. According⁃ly，the charge readout mode is not suitable for a large-scale readout circuit［16］. In the voltage readout mode，anop-amp or a source follower（SF）is needed in the pixelto transfer the signal from pixel to column. However，thesmall pixel size limits the area of the op-amp or sourcefollower，which results in poor noise performance［16-17］.Moreover，the non-uniformity introduced by process fluc⁃tuations will increase due to the increase of the arrayscale［18-21］.This paper proposes a new voltage readout structureto solve the problems mentioned above. The signal istransferred from pixel to column by double column busesinstead of single column bus，reducing the non-uniformi⁃ty and the nonlinearity caused by the parasitic resistor ofthe column bus. The source follower within four adjacentpixels in the same column is shared to increase the areaand the aspect ratio. Therefore the non-uniformity andnoise are reduced.The content of this paper is as follows. Section 1will introduce the new structure and operating principleof the proposed readout circuit，focusing on the analysisof double column buses readout mode and the four-pixel-shared source follower. And simulation results are pre⁃sented as well. Section 2 will present the test results andimaging experiment. The conclusion will be given in Sec⁃tion 3.
1 The structure and principle of the
readout circuit
1. 1 Conventional readout circuit structureThe conventional 640×512 readout circuit architec⁃ture with voltage readout mode is shown in Fig. 1. Theoperating principle of the circuit is as follows. First，thepixel circuit converts the photocurrent into a voltage sig⁃nal. Second，the voltage in the pixel circuit is trans⁃ferred to column circuit row-by-row. Finally，the voltagein column circuit is sent off-chip through the output buf⁃fer column-by-column.The circuit of conventional voltage readout mode
［13，20，22］is shown in Fig. 2 and single column bus is usedto transfer signal from pixel to column. As the scale ofthe array increases，the length of the column bus is alsoincreasing，and its parasitic resistor is gradually becom⁃

ing non-negligible.It can be seen in Fig. 2 that the sources of M1 andM2 are connected through the parasitic resistor of the col⁃umn bus instead of connected directly. The parasitic re⁃sistor mainly includes the bus parasitic resistor（513-i）×
RU and the Ron of the row selection switch，where RU is theparasitic resistor of a metal wire with the length of onepixel and i is row number.（513-i）is the number of theunit resistors which are connected in series and dependson the location of the pixel. Since the parasitic resistor ofthe column bus is network-like，（513-i）differs with dif⁃ferent pixel，which results in different voltage drops ofcorresponding pixel signals. Therefore，the output VOUTwill show a great spatial non-uniformity.
VOUT (i,j) = VINT (i,j) - Vgs,1 - I0 × (Ron + (513 - i) × RU ) +

Vgs,2
≈ VINT ( i,j ) - I0 × (Ron + (513 - i ) × RU ) . （1）

The term of i×RU is increasing as the scale of the array in⁃creases and the entire array will show a greater spatialnon-uniformity.In the readout circuits［13，20，22］，VINT of the pixel isread through the source follower in the pixel. As the pix⁃el pitch decreases，the area of the source follower is de⁃creasing，so the mismatch of the source followers withindifferent pixels will result in a severe non-uniformity.Moreover，the area and W/L of the source follower arelimited by the pixel area. Since the thermal noise andflicker noise of the source follower are the main sourcesof noise in the signal path，the noise from the pixel-col⁃umn transmission is seriously affected by the pixel area.
1. 2 The proposed readout circuit structureTo solve the above problems，a readout structurewith pixel-shared source follower and double column bus⁃es transmission is proposed as shown in Fig. 3.The pixel-column signal transmission is completedthrough two column buses，eliminating the non-uniformi⁃ty caused by the parasitic resistor and the nonlinearitycaused by the source follower. The four adjacent pixelsin the same column share a source follower，increasingthe W/L and area of the source follower. Thereby the ther⁃mal noise，flicker noise，and non-uniformity caused byprocess variations are reduced. The circuit diagram ofthe signal path is shown in Fig. 4.The working principle is as follows. When RS<1>and RSW<1> is high，the voltage VS is transferred to thecolumn circuit by the shared source follower of the fouradjacent pixel circuits. Thus，the area and the W/L ofthe source follower is four times of that of one single pix⁃el. When the switches MSA and MSB are turned on，thecurrent through M1 flows into M3 through MSA and thecolumn bus BUSA. Similarly，the current through M2flows into M4. Hence there is no current flowing throughMSB and the column bus BUSB and no additional voltagedrop over the parasitic resistor of this signal path. Thesource voltages of M1 and M2 are equal. The output volt⁃age is：

VOUT ( i,j ) = VS ( i,j ) - Vgs,1 + Vgs,2 - I0 × 0 = VS ( i,j ).（2）
The proposed structure and the conventional structure are
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compared by simulation. The nonlinearity and non-uni⁃
formity caused by the parasitic resistors of column bus
and MOS switch are simulated and the results are shown
in Fig. 5.

Shared source follower of four adjacent rows firstly
reduces the local non-uniformity within four rows. It also
increases the area of the source follower by four times
and the macroscopic non-uniformity of the entire array
can be reduced. Monte-Carlo simulations are performed
to compare the non-uniformity of the conventional struc⁃
ture and the proposed structure. The simulation result is

shown in Fig. 6 and the proposed structure has lower
non-uniformity.

The simulation results of Fig. 5 and Fig. 6 are sum⁃
marized in Table 1.

The pixel- shared source follower can reduce the
noise as well as reduce the non-uniformity of the array.
As shown in Fig. 2，the equivalent input noise intro⁃
duced by the signal transmission from pixel to column is
V 2
n . It includes not only the noise of the source followerMOSFETs but also the noise of the current source MOS⁃
FETs. The current source MOSFETs in the column have

Fig. 1 Block diagram of the 640×512 conventional voltage readout mode readout circuit.
图1 传统电压读出模式640×512读出电路的框图

Fig. 2 Circuit diagram of the conventional voltage readout mode readout circuit.
图2 传统电压读出模式读出电路的电路图
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less area limitation and their noise contribution can bedesigned to be negligible. The main noise source is thesame size source followers of M1 and M2. V 2
n can be sim⁃plified as follows：

V 2
n ≈ 2 × (V 2

n,t,M1 + V 2
n, 1
f
,M1 )

≈ 2 × ( 4KTλ
gm1

× f1 + Kn

CoxW1L1
× ln f1

f0
) , （3）

f1 is the upper limit of the noise integration bandwidth，f0is the lower limit of the flicker noise integration. Asshown above，the noise includes thermal noise and flick⁃er noise. Since the readout circuit operates at the temper⁃ature of liquid nitrogen，the thermal noise is relativelysmall compared to the flicker noise. To reduce the flickernoise，it′s necessary to increase the area of the M1 andM2. The source followers M1 and M2 are limited by thepixel area and the matching relationship respectively，sothe flicker noise cannot be effectively reduced.

Fig. 3 Block diagram of the pixel-level shared-SF and double column buses readout circuit.
图3 像素级源跟随管共享的双列线读出电路的框图

Fig. 4 Circuit diagram of the pixel-level shared-SF and double column buses readout circuit.
图4 像素级源跟随管共享的双列线读出电路的电路图
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The proposed pixel circuit uses a shared source fol⁃lower of four adjacent pixels in the same column，and the

source follower’s area is increased by four times com⁃pared with the conventional structure. In this case，theequivalent input noise V ′2
n is：

V ′2
n ≈ 2 × (V ′2

n,t,M1 + V ′2
n, 1
f
,M1 )

≈ 2 × ( 4KTλ
g′m1 × f ′1 +

Kn

4CoxW1L1
× ln f ′1

f0
). （4）

Since the frequency range of noise integration can be ad⁃justed by the loading capacitance， f1 and f1′ can beequal. The ratio of g′m1 to gm1 is k. If the source followerMOSFETs of both structures work in the saturation re⁃gion，k is approximately 2. If the source followers workin the sub-threshold region，k is slightly less than 2.
g′m1 = k × gm1 , （5）

The ratio of the equivalent input noise of the two struc⁃tures is as follows：

Vn,tran
V ′n,tran ≈

2 × ( )V 2
n,t,M1 + V 2

n, 1
f
,M1

2 × ( )V ′2
n,t,M1 + V ′2

n, 1
f
,M1

=
V 2
n,t,M1 + V 2

n, 1
f
,M1

V 2
n,t,M1
k

+
V 2
n, 1
f
,M1

4

> k . （6）

It can be seen that when source-followers in n pixels areshared，the area increases by n times，the flicker noise
reduces to 1/ n the thermal noise reduces significantlybecause of the increase of gm.
2 Experimental results

Based on the proposed structure of shared source fol⁃lower and double column buses，a readout circuit for me⁃dium-wave infrared imaging system is designed and fabri⁃cated using a 0. 35μm 2P3M CMOS process. The arraysize is 640×512 and the pixel pitch is 15μm. The supplyvoltage is 3. 3V. Fig. 7 shows the photograph of the read⁃out circuit chip.The readout circuit has two operation modes：inte⁃gration while read（IWR）mode and integration then read

Fig.5 Simulation results of the output deviation of the conven‐
tional and the proposed structure
图5 传统结构和新型结构的输出偏差仿真结果

Fig. 6 Monte-Carlo simulation results of the conventional and
the proposed structure
图6 传统结构和新型结构的蒙特卡洛仿真结果

Table 1 Comparison of the nonlinearity and non-unifor⁃
mity between the conventional and the pro⁃
posed structure

表1 传统结构和新型结构的非线性和非均匀性性能的比较

Structure

conventional
structure
proposed
structure

Nonlinearity
（Parasitic Re⁃

sistor）
2. 78%

0. 27%

Non-uniformity
（Parasitic Resis⁃

tor）
2. 5%

<0. 1%

Non-uniformity
（Process Fluctua⁃

tion）
1. 67%

<0. 6%

Fig. 7 Photograph of the 640×512 readout circuit chip.
图7 640×512规格读出电路芯片照片
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（ITR）mode. Fig. 8 shows the test results of noise and
nonlinearity in IWR mode. Fig. 8（a）shows the output
rms noise with different integrated charge，and Fig. 8
（b）shows the nonlinearity of different VINT. As we cansee from Fig. 8，the noise of the readout circuit is less
than 0. 2 mV，and the nonlinearity is 0. 11%. The dy⁃
namic range（DR） is calculated from noise and output
swing to be 81 dB. The non-uniformity is tested to be
less than 1%. The output buffer of the readout circuit
adopts the circuit structure in Ref.［24］，which signifi⁃
cantly reduces the power consumption while increases
the output rate. The total power consumption of the read⁃
out circuit is only 30 mW.

The readout circuit is interconnected with mercury
cadmium telluride （MCT） detector array by indium
bumps，and the detector assembly is tested at the temper⁃

ature of liquid nitrogen. The NETD is 18 mK and thenon-uniformity is less than 5%. An infrared image cap⁃tured by this assembly is shown in Fig. 9.

The performance parameters of the readout circuitand imaging system are compared with other literaturesin Table 2. It can be seen that our work has obvious ad⁃vantages in terms of noise and power consumption.
3 Conclusion

This paper presented a new readout structure for in⁃frared focal plane array. The voltage signal is transferredfrom pixel to column by double column buses instead of asingle column bus. The non-uniformity and the nonlin⁃earity caused by parasitic resistor of column bus are elim⁃inated. The source follower MOSFET is shared withinfour adjacent pixels. The transconductance and area ofthe source follower are increased and the thermal noise，flicker noise，and non-uniformity caused by the sourcefollower mismatch are suppressed. A readout circuit us⁃ing this structure is designed and fabricated in 0. 35μm2P3M CMOS process. It is assembled with mercury cad⁃mium telluride（MCT）detector array and high-quality in⁃frared images are obtained.
Fig.8 Test results of the readout circuit in IWR mode: (a) noise,
(b) nonlinearity
图8 读出电路在 IWR模式下的测试结果：(a) 噪声，(b) 非线性

Table 2 Comparison of the performance parameters of readout circuits
表2 读出电路性能参数比较

Parameters
Pixel size
Array size
Process
Power

Charge handling capacity
NETD

Frame frequency

［23］
15 μm×15 μm
640×512
N/A
50 mW
5. 0 Me-
25 mK
100 Hz

［11］
15 μm×15 μm
640×512

0. 35μm CMOS
60 mW
6. 6 Me-
20 mK
100 Hz

［20］
7. 5 μm×7. 5 μm

640×512
0. 18μm CMOS

N/A
3. 1 Me-
25. 5 mK
100 Hz

This work
15 μm×15 μm
640×512

0. 35μm CMOS
30 mW
7. 0 Me-
18 mK
120 Hz

Fig. 9 Imaging result of the infrared imaging system.
图9 红外成像系统的成像结果
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